In the course of our systematic studies of ternary silver oxides, among others we have investigated the system Ag-Si-O. Some interesting results have been obtained e.g. the first tetrasilicate [2], the subvalent (with respect to the silver part) AgsSiC>4 [3] , and recently the formally most simple orthosilicate, Ag4SiCU [4] . At conditions suitable also for synthesis of the latter compound but in presence of a chlorine source [5] AgsSiC^Cl has been obtained. The crystal structure is constituted of CI atoms and isolated, slightly distorted S1O4 tetrahedra, all separated by Ag cations. The S1O4 tetrahedra form rods along [1 0 1], as shown in the figure. All tetrahedra of a rod are oriented with one apex in the same direction so one threefold axis of all tetrahedra is nearly parallel to the [1 0 1] direction. The rods are packed in an almost hexagonal close manner, and every two rod layers perpendicular to the b axis the tetrahedral orientation changes by 180°. Although both the unit cell parameters as well as the tetrahedral packing are close to trigonal symmetry, it has to be noted that the pseudotrigonal axes, i.e. the ¿-axis and the rod axis, are not parallel but perpendicular. All O atoms are bound to one Si atom and two or three Ag atoms, while the CI atoms are only coordinated to Ag with one or two short and four longer contacts. The Ag atoms are either in almost linear coordination by two O atoms or in trigonal planar by one CI and two O atoms. The composition of the title compound resembles to the formerly obtained subvalent AgsSi04, where discrete Age 4 * octahedra with Ag-Ag contacts shorter than distances in elemental silver are found, besides S1O4 tetrahedra and isolated Ag cations in common coordination [3] , In the new compound, after formal addition of one CI per formula to this composition, no short Ag-Ag contacts are observed. According to thermal analysis, AgsSiC^Cl starts to decompose at 460 °Q slightly above Ag 4 Si0 4 [4], 
* octahedra with Ag-Ag contacts shorter than distances in elemental silver are found, besides S1O4 tetrahedra and isolated Ag cations in common coordination [3] , In the new compound, after formal addition of one CI per formula to this composition, no short Ag-Ag contacts are observed. According to thermal analysis, AgsSiC^Cl starts to decompose at 460 °Q slightly above Ag 4 Si0 4 [4] , Table 1 . Data collection and handling.
Abstract
Ag2oCl40i 6 SÌ4, monoclinic, Ρ\2\lc\ (no. 14), a = 12.8931 (8) 
Source of material
Single crystals of AgsSiC^Cl have been prepared via reaction of AgCl and elemental Ag and Si under elevated oxygen pressure using 1 ml H2O as an accelerator. The mixture was annealed for 60 h in gold crucibles placed in stainless steel autoclaves [1] . The reaction temperature and oxygen pressure were 823 Κ and 170 MPa, respectively. (7) 0.0166 (7) 0.0121 (7) 0.0012 (5) 0.0048 (6) 00007 ( (7) 0.0168(7) -00007 (6) 
